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Rigid rule for spindles
Machine tool engineers have to design for maxi-

mum spindle rigidity to insure extreme, long-lasting
precision. That's why most of them make it a rule to
mount the spindle on Timken® tapered roller bear-
ings. Timken bearings keep -the shaft in positive
alignment, minimize friction and maintain original
precision- normally for the life of the machine.

-----------------------------------------------------------

How TIMKEN®bearings hold
shafts in alignment

Because a Timken bearing has tapered construc-
tion, it carries radial loads, thrust loads and combi-
nations of both. End-play and deflection in the shaft
are practically eliminated. Line contact between the
rollers and races of a Timken bearing provides
a wider, more rigid support for the shaft. These
features are two of the reasons why machine tool
bearing applications can be-handled more efficiently
with Timkenbearings.
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TAPERED'
ROLLER BEARINGS'

Want to learn more
about bearings?

Some of the important engineering problems
you'll face after graduation will involve bearing
applications. If you'd like to learn more about this
phase of engineering, we'll be glad to help. For
additional information on Timken bearings and
how engineers use them, write today to The Timken
Roller Bearing Company, Canton 6, Ohio. And
don't forget to clip this page for future reference.

Nor JUST A BALL 0 NOT JUST A ROLLER a:::::> THE TIMKEN TAPERED ROLLER 0:::>

BEARING TAKES RADIAL ~ AND THRUST -@)- LOADS OR ANY COMBINATION *
~ /:;;7 ;~; '.':;.



On the road and in the laboratory, Du Pont scientists are writing

The Ins/tie $f()1J 01EngIne f)eposlY's
Engineers have long known that de-
posits which accumulate in gasoline
engines have a direct bearing on en-
gine performance. Even now, how-
ever, no way has been found to elim-
inate these deposits ,or their effects.
As a manufacturer of chemicals

used by the petroleum industry, the
Du Pont Company has a particular
interest in this problem. It is cur-
rently the subject of a comprehensive
research project, conducted both 'on
the road and in the laboratory.
When Du Pont, engineers began

their studies, some aspects of the re-
lationships between engine, fuel, lu-
bricant,operating conditions and de-
posits wereknown. But to understand
how and why deposits form and to
develop corrective measures, they
needed additional information.

Engineers take to the road
To get these facts, Du Pont engi-
neers are supervising tests in a fleet
of, passenger cars and 'trucks that
travel hundreds of thousands ofmiles
yearly under carefully controlled,con-
ditions. The effects of deposits on
octane number requirement, valve
performance, spark plug condition
and other performance characteris-
tics are measured. After each test,
the deposits,are weighed and ex-
amined physically and chemically.
In the laboratory, other engineers

study the effects of the same vari-
ables on multicylinder engines. Here,
where closer control of the engines is
possible, greater attention can be
paid to specific fuel or engine operat-
ing effects. Performance factors, such
as power output, can be more con-
veniently measured.
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A third group of Du Pont engineers
usessingle cylinder engines in lab-
oratory studies of deposit formation,
adhesion, removal and harm. Explor-
ing new fields, these men had to de-,
sign complex instrumentation for
measuring factors such as surface
condition and deposit thickness.
Chemists synthesize deposits

Chemists, too, have an important
place in this research. They study
the chemical and physical character-
istics ofengine deposits. Among other
things, they devise ways ofsynthe-
sizing, in fired engines, deposits con-
sisting almost entirely of a single
chemical compound in order to study
its effect on engine performance.
The results of this comprehensive

research program are not yet con-
clusive, although the relationships
between engine, fuel, lubricant, op-
erating condition and deposit forma-
tion and harm are much better un-
derstood. In the past Du Pontscien-
tists have licked even more difficult
problems. Working as a team, they
will persist in their effort to provide
the motorist with improved engine
performance through better fuels.

Douglas L. Schultz (center), B.S. in M.E.,
M.I. T. 1947, supervises installation of engine
for study of deposit formation in truck operat-
ing under heavy-duty conditions.

w. E. Bettoney (left), B.S. in M.E., Maine
1939, tests installation of' single-cylinder gaso-
line engine used in study of factors influencing
deposit formation in the combustion' chamber.

H. K. Livingston, Ph. D. in Phys. Chem.,
Chicago 1941, operates apparatus for measur-
ing porosity and absorptivity of combustion
chamber deposits taken from test engines of
the Du Pont automobile test fleet.

DID YOU KNOW •••
••• about 60% ofDu Pont's sales to-
day consist of products that didn't
exist or weren't commercially avail-
able 20 years ago.
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BETTER THINGS FOR BETTER LIVING
••• THROUGH CHEMISTRY

Entertaining, Informative - Listen to "Cavalcade of
America," Tuesday Nights, NBC Coast to Coast
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As we went to press with the last issue. the relaxed group pictured above was one of several
groups pondering the problems of leadership on the University of Cincinnati campus. The occasion
was the Annual Leadership Conference,' held at Camp Lenmary. Indiana, under the sponsorship of
ODK and Mortar Board. and attended by delegates from nearly all of the campus organizations.

Of what concern is this to engineers? Surprisingly enough, a number of the delegates to the Con-
ference were engineering students. During the course of the various workshops and lectures, members
of other colleges were surprised to. learn that there is so much orqanizefione] activity on the Quad-
rangle. One Faculty adviser stated afterward that it was no wonder that engineers are seldom heard
from; they have so maoy activities that are limited to the engineering college that they have little
extra time for anything else.

There is an awesome list of engineering activities - OSPE, AIChE. ASME, lAS, ,/~IEE. SAE,
ASCE, Tau Beta -Pi, Pi Tau Sigma, Eta Kappa NUl Co-op Day Committee, Engineering Tribunal. and
quite a few more, all of which are doing a wonderful job. We must admit that it sometimes appears
that the number of these organizations is approaching the saturation point.

As a result. we engineers are apt to lose sight of the rest of the campus. How many engineers
attend theall-campus convocations or the ell-university dances? The scarcity of engineers on the
News-Record and Cincinnatian staffs, and on the various Student Union Committees, points to the
serne .trend.

Right away we hear of the obstacles introduced by the co-op system, notably the heavier class
schedules prevalent in Engine School. Yet there are several engineers whose work in all-campus
organizations indicate that there is no real handicap from this source. ~

The development of potential leadership ability requires effort. Your college days present excel-
lent opportunities to acquire leadership experience, as well as such incidental benefits as friendships,
prestige, and the personal satisfaction obtained from activity work.

There should be no Great Wall between the Quadrangle and the rest of the campus. All engin-
eers, especially those, in the early years of their college careers, should give serious consideration to
participating in extra-engineering catl1pus activities.

D. M. C.
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DISCOVERY WHILE SHAVING. highly corrosion-resistant alumi- aluminum, was slamming through
To a certain Alcoa metallurgist, num ••• like this! the shining rolls. It grew wider,
the past few weeks' research Hastening to the laboratory, thinner at every pass-a sand-
seemed futile indeed as he faced he tried out his new idea. It wich, welded by the tons of pres-
his mirror one morning in the late worked! Tests proved it to be sure into a single unit. Finally,
twenties. This problem was a everything he hoped it would be. there emerged a new, protected
sticker: Army and Navy planes Then he collared the boss roller kind of aluminum sheet. We
demanded a new kind of alumi- in Alcoa's sheet mill. Quickly, he called it "Alclad" Aluminum. And
num; just as strong, but far more explained how this new, more it came to be a mighty factor in
impervious to salt spray and useful form of aluminum was to America's air power. Most mili-
weather ••• Suddenly, as he be made. "Can you roll it, Dan?" tary and civil planes wear this
squeezed the last bit of shaving the metallurgist asked anxiously. strong shining skin.
cream from the tube, a message "Sure we can roll it!" grinned We learned to make it into
flashed. He wrapped the empty the big, capable man in overalls. rods and tubing, even to draw it
tube around his finger. Yes •.. a Soona sheet ingot ofhigh-strength into fine wire. And thus, among
core of strong aircraft alloy. •. alloy, sandwiched between two many other things, a better kind
like this. An outer layer of pure, thinner slabs of almost pure of screening was born.

------
BECAUSE FREE COMPETITION demands constant improvement,
Alcoa stockholders backed this metallurgist and his fellow research-
ers, until their perseverance found the answer. Others stood ready,
in plants, sales offices and management, to introduce the new Alclad
products. After 18 years, this better product is still creating new jobs,
and helping America toward better living, in home, farm, and in-
dustry. Seems like a good system for all concerned. ALUMINUM
COMPANY OF AMERICA, 742 Gulf Building, Pittsburgh 19, Pa ..
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We are happy to hear that Roy Stickney, chairman of this year's Engineers'
Bailon St. Pat's day is busy making plans to stage a dance that will far outshine
the affairs of previous years. The time is rapidly drawing near, and we suggest
everyone mark March 17 on their calendar as a must date.

By far the largest event in the Engineering College calendar is Co-op Day.
May 19, from 1 to 8 PM, has been fixed as the day for this opening of our
doors to the general public. Ray Schubert, General Chairman, is now rounding
out his committee. Here is your chance to put your two cents worth in and
help make this year's affair a big success. We know Ray would like to have a
good representation from all departments. We suqqest you contact him or
leave your name at the COOPERATIVE ENGINEER office.

Our Managing Editor, Bob Hausman, is now in the process of preparing
an extensive article on the current employment outlook for engineers. This will
be published in the March issue and will present many timely ideas to the seniors.

There are many "characters" among the students. The same might be said
about the instructors. Now on our staff we have a character names Ima Dum
Coop who has been persuaded to write an article for the March issue. This will
call to mind many of the characters among the professors you have had. Have
you any memories you prize about certain teachers, past or present? If so, we
would be happy +0 receive them. Please include their names, although no names
will be used in the published article. Address all letters to Ima Dum Coop c/o
COOPERATIVE ENGINEER.

How would you like to win cash awards for your pet engineering ideas?
There are several opportunities at the present time for engineering students
who wish to compete in national engineering contests. The most outstanding
award competition is the Engineering Undergraduate Award and Scholarship
Program sponsored by the James F. Lincoln Arc Welding Foundation. It is open
to any undergraduate engineering or architecture student until May 31, 1951.
Awards totaling $6750 will be made for the best papers on arc welding design,
fabrication. maintenance, or research.

The Lincoln Foundation is also sponsoring an additional program whereby
an undergraduate student in any branch of engineering may earn up to $100
for developing any project in his field. Illustrated booklets containing rules,
suggestions, and a bibliography can be obtained by writing to James F. Lincoln
Arc Welding Foundation, Cleveland I, Ohio.

Research and development work in various phases of welding are being
well rewarded this year. The American Welding Society is presenting the A. F.
Davis Undergraduate Award Program. The awards will consist of $150 and $200
cash prizes to the authors and publications for the best articles on welding
presented in undergraduate engineering magazines by April 10, 1951. The
articles may cover any phase of any type of welding or its application to engin-
eeri ng construction and design. Any engi neering student havi ng such an article
should submit it to the editor of the COOPERATIVE ENGINEER promptly for
consideration.

A new award competition, offered this year for the first time, is the Modern
Materials Handling Award, the purpose of which is to stimulate research that
will develop improved materials handling methods. Seven awards of $100 each,
together with a grand prize of $300, will be presented to the undergraduate
engineers who present outstanding papers describing the results of original
research on selected subjects. The Only stipulation is that the student must have
participated in the research. Students who have worked in this field and who
have some interesting information to present may receive full details from Mr.
H ulley of the Mechanical Engineering Department.
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No longer is rocket travel through to be developed, Man-made satellites portation, a discussion of its general
inter-planetary space a Buck Rogers for meteorological studies and new principles and the obstacles to its de-
dream: it may well be a definite ac- developments in the rocket power and velopment, together with some of its
complishment within the next few radiation-shielding fields will be fol- known modifications, should be helpful
years, Man's advance in the science lowed by earth-bound intercontinental in establishing a clearer understanding
of rocketry is already beginning to pay rocket ships, Only after these pre- of· the problems inherent in space
dividends in a better working knowl- liminary steps will man be prepared travel,
edge of war missles; the ultimate ap- to venture to the moon or to some The principles of rocket propulsion
plication - space travel and a better farther point in the solar system. are based on Newton's Third Law of
understanding of our universe - is the Motion, which states that, "To every
very next step, Next Few Years action there is an equal and opposite

Space travel is desirable from sev- Th' h 'f t I' reaction," In a simple powder pro-, , , , e w en a space rave IS an .
eral standpoints. Military strategists bl f i t t pelled rocket, a mass of exhaust gasunanswera e ques Ion a presen, .
are aware of the advantages to be 0 I f lib f th (ml), when expelled at a velocity (Vi)
qained by the establishment of a base t n Yt af, etw yetars lIago, eared e through an orifice of the proper shape.
-' h wen y- Irs cen ury was as goo an , ,
on t e moon, There may be new raw t' t f sci t' t Id ff will produce a thrust (T1)' As with a, I b h h es rrne e as mos scren IS s cou a er., ,
materia s to e gat ered from t e W'th th tit d h bullet fIred from a gun, the velocityid I k I e presen acce era e reseercn, . .
planets and esreroi s, new out 00 'S t I b "d 'th' th (v'J) of a rocket whose mass IS (m2) IS

I f" space rave may e rea rze WI In e ... , .
on space as a who e, and can irrne tions t f . d b determined by the equation

heori 'II II nex ew years, an some a servers
of present-day t eorles. Fine y, a of icht d f' th A' irnent T, 'II h h I' f ' mig e Ine e rmy s experlmen s 1
mankind WI ave t e rea Ity a ItS own ith k t \ hi 250 'I It't d V2 === K -
I'ttl th t 't th h th WI roc e s reac Ing -rru e a lues m2
I eness rus upon I roug e ., ,
t d f th t f Thi as the accomplishment Itself, provided the rocket occupies a pas',s u y 0 e vas areas a space, IS •• • , • ..-
'II b th di I t' t t 'd' Public reaction to space travel will tron rn space where qrevitetione] fieldsWI e e Ip oma s grea es al In . , .

th t bl' h t f d probably be sirniler to that followinge es a IS men a a common groun , ..
b t II t di th the advent of atomic fission. However, v , E=> ve ween a men, ranscen Ing e " 2

,. rocket travel differs from the subject ~-- -.
Impertections of governments, Among ft' . th t th I M1 M2

th .. th ibilit f f' di 0 a omic energy In a e aymana er qe rns IS e POSSI I I Y a In Ing k th t th d I t
h /' .nows a e moon an pane s are

on Mars or Venus at er forms of Ife f d I' 'th t exert a negligible effect However, . . very ar away, an rea izes WI au .•
which may open new fields of com- h t hni I I t' th t the problems confronting rocket de-. h' f muc ec nice exp ana Ion a space .
merce In t e distant uture. t I 'II btl' h t signers include a complicating factorrave WI e a grea accomp IS men, N I . "

Scientists will be only too eager to at on y must the Inertia of the rocket
Agency share what little working knowledge be overcome in order for it to rise, but

The armed services or some other they have to advance the techniques the force of gravity must be dealt 'with
government agency is the most likely of space travel as quickly as possible. as well. A. rock~t weighing one hundred
to make space travel a reality. in view When the day of rocket travel comes,' pounds, ,nc.lud.,~g fuel. ~ould, at the
of the financial resources that are re- newspapers will have plenty of inter- ~st~nt of Ignition, require. o~er one
quired. Private enterprise has had esting material with which to fill their un.red poun:s of t~rust If It were
difficulty in the past in sponsoring pages; products from spatial bodies t~ rISe. k As bt e fuel I~shused up, and
research in the rocket field. Such or- will become articles of commerce; new t e roc et ecomes Ig ter, the con-
ganizations as the American Rocket opportunities for advertising technique sta~t th~st ~ot. only accelerates the
Society have continually sought for an will be endless. Perhaps other portions roc r' .ut It Increases the rate of
understanding of the technical prob- of the solar system, such as Mars or ac~ erafion. .
lems involved: these groups have been Venus or even the moons of Jupiter, nce the fue.1 IS completely burne~,
invaluable to the development of the will be made artificially habitable for :he rock.et begins to ~ecelerate until
science to date. human beings, though probably only ~t stops Its upward motion, whereu~on

The moon is not likely to be the first at great expense and effort. It falls t~ the earth under the attractJ~n
object of space exploration. The To speak ofthe adventures of spatial of ravlty. I~ space: a roc.ket will
science of space navigation will have exploration before us is one thing; to a~ce er~~\ un:iI all of Its.1tuel ': gone,
to be established, along with improved encompass them is another. Since the a ter I~ J /. e Irocket hWI .continue .to
means of maneuvering in space; new rocket has always been considered to trave In e inite y at t e final velocity
methods of communication will need be the primary vehicle of space trans- (Continued on page 24J

Travel in Outer Space.
Gerald Diamond, Ch. E., '53

Frontispiece:

The interplanetary traveler, heading for outer space, will have
this view of southwestern United States from a height of
57 miles. (Cut furnished by DUKENGINEER)

Front Cover:

Just one of many views of the Queen City from REFLECTION
POINT, the modern reflective radiant-conditioned home fea-
tured in this issue. (Picture courtesy POPULAR MECHANICS
MAGAZINE)



Overlooking the bustling Cincinnati
metropolis, the teeming Mill Creek
Industrial Valley, and the far flung
Kentucky hills, is an experiment 'in liv-
ing destined to be called pioneer by
future generations. For it is on the
Fairview Promontory, at the head of
the well-remembered trolley car lift
from Brighton, that Dr. Clarence A.
Mills, Professor of Experimental Medi-
cine at the University of Cincinnati,
has built his REFLECTION POINT.

Here is a full scale experiment in a
revolutionary method of turning back
the rigorous attacks of nature's ever-
changing mood. Here is a full-scale
trial of Reflective Radiant Condition-
ing. But let's start at the beginning.

Stop to think why we strive to pro-
tect ourselves from the extremes of
warmth and cold so natural to this
world. Basicall'y, our bodies generate
a certain amount of heat which must
be liberated. Normatly we do this by
radiation, by conduction and convec-
tion, and by the evaporation of per-
spiration. However, when ambient
temperatures and humidities are such
that we lose the heat too fast or too

, slowly, we feel uncomfortably cold or
warm.

Then, to attain comfort, we must
control the rate of heat loss by modi-
fying one or any combination of the
methods of this loss. In winter, we heat
the air in our homes, while in summer
we try to keep it cool. This adjusts the
loss by conduction and convection to
the point where we are at least tolera-
bly comfortable. Dehumidifying the
air in summer, or adding moisture to

it during the cold season, imposes a
firm control on the speed with which
we lose heat by evaporation of sweat.
The comfort of an open fire on a

chilly evening is due to the fact that
its radiant heat is transmitted to our
bodies to make up for excessive heat
loss by other paths. However. the
fireplace is an irregular, inconvenient,
expensive method of attaining com-
fort.

R~flective Radiant Conditioning im-
proves the control we now have of our
comfort while slashing the costs of
more conventional methods. With this
system, it is possible to heat our bodies
without the wasteful practice of heat-
ing the surroundings.

The Method

Simply, the method that Dr. Mills
has applied is this: resistance bars,
heated by electricity, are located in
aluminum troughs, out of sight, near
the ceiling of each room. They radiate
their heat to the shiny trough surface,
which in turn projects it to the walls
and ceilings. These surfaces, in turn,
are covered with decorative aluminum
foil so that they do not absorb the
heat, but reffect it to theobiects in
the room, including, of course, you.
Thus, without heating walls or surround-
ing air, we have achieved comfort.

And, logically, this principle applies
in reverse. For refrigerator coils have
also been located in these troughs to
take up the heat that your body radi-
ates on a warm summer day. Your
body heat is merely radiated to the
walls, reflected to the troughs, and
hence to the coils which absorb it and
carry it away.
The principle, at first glance, has

been called amazing. But further
study indicates that the amazing part
is its simplicity. And further, the econ-
omies that can be effected in design
and construction, as well as in the
operation of such a home, a re tre-
mendous. No insulation is necessary

Dr. Mills shows the unique floor covering over
the concrete slab. Nylon carpeting is sepa-
rated from the floor with a sheet of aluminum
foil and a foam rubber cushion.

(CU' cour'esy POPULA.R MECHA.N/CS MAGAZINE)

William B Ward, cs, E., '51

in a home such as this, and the struc-
ture can be designed with resistance
to wind and rain as the only concern.
By providing large glass wall surfaces
with reflective drapes, spacious picture .
windows are possible without the ex-
travagance of Thermopane.

Clifftop Location

Specifically, Dr. Mills' home is built
on the site of the recent turn-around
of the Fairview Street Car. Installation
of trolley busses made available the
clifftop location where the Fairview
Incline Engine House stood as late as
the 1920's. The lot, which is not ex- .
ceptionally large, allows the home to
stand well' out on the bluff. In order
to blend it in with the site, the home
was built low, yet all appearances of
squattiness are overcome by the fact
that the lot provided a six foot grade
from street level.

The house is buillt upon are-enforced
concrete slab over the rocky earth,
except for the necessary basement
room, where the 'slab is heavily re-
enforced. Professor Robert Deshon of
the Architecture Department gave the
home a conservatively modern design
combined with an exceptionally func-
tional interior. In contrast to most
modern planning, it has been described
as a home in which you could live
forever without growing tired of the
design.

Interior

A living-dining room and kitchen-
service unit are separated from the two
bedrooms and a study by a porch-
reception hall. The structure, by the
Pease Woodwork Company, is essen-
tially wooden. The walls are simply
vertical redwood siding on the outside
of the studding with gypsum wallboard
making the inside surface. The over-
hanging roof, of tongue and groove
planking and built-up surface roofing
covered by Reynolds Metal's foil, was
designed to protect the house from
the extremes of the sun.

The driveway, from Fairview Avenue,
approaches the rear of the house. One
enters from the rear, off the driveway,

Reflection Point
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(Cut courtesy POPULAR MECHANICS MAGAZINE)

and is immediately greeted by a view sure gradient aCrOSS any openings in The conservative modern design is best shown
of downtown Cincinnati seen through the house itself to check the entrance by this front view photo. The house is less

h I I
' . . . ., than 100 feet from the edge of a cliff.

t e g ass-enc osed porch. The living of the-sooty outside air. lncidenrelly,
room, in the southwest corner of the there are only five windows in the
house, provides a view of both the house that open, and they are actually rooms. which must be heated when
basin of the city and the Brighton sec- unnecessary. using conventional systems. here con-
tion of the Valley (see cover picture). The heating resistance bars run the sume no power. A switch in each
Large glass panes open these views to perimeter of each room, and the room turns the power or cooling fluid
the d.inette, study, master bedroom, power input is controlled by a series on and o.ff. Only two or.three min~tes
and kitchen as well. of four thermostats located in the cen- are required after throwing the switch

.Er:nbossed and tinted aluminum foil, ter hall, each controlling one fourth to mak~ a room comfortable. .
originally developed by .Reynolds as a of the power capacity. As succeed- Sp~clal thermostats are located. In
colorful package wrapping, has been ingly lower air temperatures are en- the kitchen and bathrooms to over-ride
applied as a wall covering, Unfor- countered. additional quarters of the. other c~ntrols and turn the power
tunately, because only a limited num- power are put into the elements until on In case air temperatures drop below
ber of foil col~rs has been developed, finally, at 38° F, full voltage is im- freezing.
the most plee sinq color schemes could pressed on the heaters. If studies S
not b~ ~chieved. ~ssentially, ~he choice through this winter show it necessary, ource.
was Ilmlt.e? to pl~m.ents w~lch would additional intermediate steps can be Of course, any source of redierit
~bsorb visible radiations while beco.m- provided, thereby giving a closer con- heat could have be~n used, e.g., steam
Ing transparent to heat rays which trol of heat input. The ultimate would or hot water. But In order to be able
must strike the underlying aluminum be a proportional controller with man- 1-0 obtain accurate operating data for
surface, The Nylon carpets used in ual reset. the home. Dr. Mills 'chose electricity.
most of the rooms are laid wall-to-wall F " . II I t th It is easily measured. and the measure-reon cal s, running para e 0 e .
over a foam rubber cushion and a layer h t' b I' d f ments Involve no time lag between the" ea Ing ars, are supp Ie rom a, '.
of [oil (see picture] to protect the t Frioidei . th points of consumption and gauging.mas er rlgl alre compressor In e . .
rooms from the concrete slab tempera- b t Th fl . t II d b Both heating and cooling loads areasemen. e ow IS can ro e y a .
tures. Cork, quarry and Arion tile I id ltd b th recorded versus time for each room.so enol va ve opera e y ano er
cover the other rooms. th ttl d t 1"' t as well as temperature and humidity

ermos a, n ~r. ~r a e '~Ina e as at a number of locations. Dr. Mills
Location much of the possibility of heating room 1 t d th d I. ibl h I' 'I pans a recor ese ata over a ong

aIr as POSSI e, t e coo rnq COl s were . ,. .
Because of the location, the house installed in the bottom of the trough per~o? ~f time .In order to provide

would normally be vulnerable to the so that the air they do cool will remain definite I.nformatlon a.b?ut the. system
surrounding atmosphere laden with all in the trough and not overflow into tahn.dto. fInd opportunities to Improve

f f'lth d di t f th h Th h' '1 . IS unIque arrangement.manner a I an l F rom e t e room. e eating cal s are In- _ - . -
nearby factories. To overcome this dif- stalled in the upper portion of the T~e house has been occupied since
ficulty, outside air, introduced at rates trough, out of sight, so that the warm, April, 1950, ~~d has provided com-
up to 1000 cfm, is cleaned in an elec- light air will remain packed against the fo~table conditions for Dr. and Mrs.
tron precipitator and distributed t p f th t h Mdls throughout the summer. -Now,

o a e roug . duri h f f II I
through the tiny holes of the aluminum Because of the use of the radiant urmq t e .Irst seaso~ 0 rea. y CO?
acoustical material covering the hall principle, the rooms are "spot" heated wea:her, :h~s revolutionary Idea IS
ceiling. No draft is perceptible, and or cooled. That is, heat may be on again providing complete comfort. The
the system provides enough of a pres- only in occupied rooms while adjacent (Continued on page 30)
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The age of atomic warfare is here. country were attacked, how would we lapsed and the few left standing are
It was ushered in when the II Bomb" was fare? What about Cincinnati? burning. At about 11/2 miles from
dropped on Hiroshima on August 6. Let .us suppose that a bomb is ground zero most buildings are stand-
1945, and on Nagasaki on August 9, dropped on downtown Cincinnati. ing. However, there are cracked walls
1945. Soon the war ended. At that After a few seconds of blinding flash and general destruction of less sturdy
time the A-bomb was an American and searing heat there is complete objects. This damage exists out to
monopoly, and Americans felt secure destruction within a '/2-mi1e radius. about a two-mile radius. Beyond this
behind the "atomic stockpile." How": Homes and factories are leveled. Only there is only plaster and window dam-
ever, the recent announcement by parts of reinforced-concrete structures age. All combustible material exposed
President Truman that the Russians remain. Past this. out to a distance of to the bomb's radiation and within two
possess the atom bomb has seriously about one mile, there is seve re miles of the explosion is burning or is
shaken this feeling of security. If this damage. Most buildings have col- charred.

What of the people? All persons
caught in the first zone of destruction
were immediately killed except a few
who were in sheltered basements.
Within a one-mile radius those who
were not injured by falling debris but
who were exposed, received fatal burns
and dan g e ro usn u c Iear r a d i a t ion.
Within the two-mile radius injuries
were varied depending upon personal
protection. Exposed persons were seri-
ously burned and many hurt by flying
debris.

Raging Fire

After the first few seconds of the
explosion, the danger from the bomb
itself is over. Death and destruction
still reign, however, as fires rage in
the bombed area and begin spreading
throughout the city. Many lives are
lost and many buildings are destroyed
before the fires are finally subdued.

This attack on Cincinnati is purely
for illustration. of course. There are
other American cities which. because
of their location and industries. are
much more logical targets than Cin-
cinnati. However, it is almost certain
that the next war will be an atomic
one. We therefore should become
familiar with the bomb's destructive
powers and the means of defense
against it.

While the atomic bomb remains the
most deadly weapon yet devised, there
are definite means of protection and
defense against it. The job of pre-
venting the enemy from bombing an
Am e ric a n city liesin the han d s 0 f the
armed forces, but in order to minimize
the bomb's effects and to prevent ex-
cessive loss of life, citizens and govern-
ment must work and plan together.

COOPERATIVE ENGINEER

The A-Bomb and You
Paul Pfennigwerth, M. E. '52
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There IS -rnuch that can be done by
engineers. builders. and architects.

Before discussing protective meas-
ures, let us first take a closer look at·
our adversary and size him up. so to
speak. .The actual mechanics of the
atomic bomb are secret. Special
methods of handling and manufacture
were developed by American scientists
and engineers during the war. This
work is still being carried on at Oak
Ridge, at the Hanford Plant on the
Columbia River, and at the Los Alamos
Scientific Laboratory in New Mexico.

Atomic Fission

However, the basic principles' of
atomic fission which make the bomb
possible are not secret. They were
first stated in Albert Einstein's famous
theory of relativity, which r~vealed
that one gram of matter is capable of
releasing 25,000,000 Kw-hr. of el}ergy.
Actually, whenever coal is burned,
there is some loss of matter. The loss,
however, is too smell to be measured,
being due only to a rearrangement of
electrons in the atom. In what is known
as atomic energy, the energy is ob-
tained from a break-up of the atom
itself. By this process millions of times
more energy is released than in the
burning of coal.

Release of Energy

Certain materiels, Uranium 235 and
Plutonium. have. been thus far used
for the release of atomic energy. When
a sufficient amount of this matter is
brought quickly together, there is a
chain reaction and a release of energy.
It is this energy which causes the
damage, and therefore it is the energy
with which we must be concerned in
coping with the b~mb.

There are three kinds of energy from
the bomb with which we must deal:
blast, thermal radiation, and nuclear
radiation. While all three are present
simultaneously in an atomic explosion"
it is easier to analyze their effects if
'lie consider them independently. (

Blast from anatomic explosion would
be responsible for 50 to 60 percent of
the initial deaths and would cause the
greatest amount of property damage.
Protection against blast should there-
fore be given prime consideration.

Blast, by definition, is a wave action
by means of wh-ich some of the energy
released when the bomb explodes ex-
erts a sudden pressu re or push on
persons and objects at some distance

JANUARY, 1951

(Cut courtesy THE MARTIN Sf ARJ

This aerial photograph shows the atomic cloud as it ro~e to 30,000 ft. after the test
explosion at Bikini on June 30, 1946. In warfare, those dose enough to see this
sight would probably not live to-Jremember it.
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from the explosion. Although high anese buildings were of reinforced quent loss of water pressure, which
winds follow an atomic explosion, a concrete, of earthquake-resistant de- seriously hampered the fire fighting in
blast is not a wind in the usual sense, sign, and withstood blast quite well. Japan. In general there was no pipe
but rather a wave motion. Blast is Except in earthquake zones on the Pa- damage deeper than a few feet. Fail-
also present in an explosion of an cific coast, most of our multi-story ure was principally from pressure loss
ordinary TNT bomb. The A-bomb, buildings are designed to withstand due to above-ground breaks. An un-
however, (of the Hiroshimo type) re- wind load only and would thus be poor derground atomic explosion would
leases the same amount of energy as in resisting the high lateral loads im- cause more severe damage to under-
~O.OOO tons of TNT. A 500-lb. demoli- posed by atomic blast. ground structures, but blast damage

. tion bomb produces a blast pressure The general effect in atomic explo- to buildings would be less.
of about 12 psi at a distance of 50 ft. sions, because of the relatively long About one third of the energy from
for a duration of .005 sec. In an atomic - duration of the blast. is to compress the explosion is in the form of thermal
explosion the same 12 psi pressure is buildings. In World War II it was radiation. While a TNT bomb reaches
produced at a distance of 5,000 feet observed that windows were usually a maximum temperature of 5,000 de-
and lasts over one second. Both press- blown outward by ordinary demolition grees Centigrade, the atomic bomb
ures and duration must be considered bombs. In this case the positive, or has a temperature of 1

1
000,000 de-

in designing bomb-resistant structures, pressure, phase loosened the structure; grees Centigrade. At a distance of
for it is the product of pressure and and the negative, or vacuum, phase 10,000 yards (5.7 miles) this results in
time, termed impulse, that determines blew it back toward the bomb. With a luminosity equivalent to 100 suns.
the effectiveness of the push. This initial heat flash from the atomic

Sudden pressures have disastrous explosion accounted for 20 to 30 per-
effects upon human beings also. Ex- SIX PO,INTS FOR PERSONAL cent of the Japanese deaths.
periences with demolition bombs in PROTECTION
the last war indicate that blast pres- Thermal Radiation
sures of 5 psi can be fatal, causing 1. Establish a bomb area at home.
sudden rupture of blood vessels. From As with blast, there is nothing mys-

. the table we see that this pressure 2. Become acquainted with the disaster terious about thermal radiation. The
exists 8,000 feet from the explosion. plans and facilities of your com- energy is of the same form as we get

munity. from steam radiators and from the
. b 3. Shut off utilities, gas, electricity, etc., sun. The dosage is the big difference.

Approximate Born Pressure when (and if) an alert is sounded. 1he energy transfer is so great that

O· - (f ) P k BI P (') telephone poles were charred twoist ence eet ea ast ressure pSI 4. Lie against a wall, preferably in the "' f hi"
60 direction of the blest, rru es rom t e exp osion.

1,500 Heat of this magni+ude is extrernely
2,000 50 5. If caught in the open, quickly find dangerous to human beings. Because
2,500 40 shelter in a ditch or gutter. Cover thermal radiation behaves' like light,
3 000 30 eyes, hands, .and as much of your traveling in straight lines, only those

• body as poss ible. d' tl . /. 'th h b b4 000 20 persons I rec Yin me WI t e om
· 0 6. Avoid panic. It can kill you if the received radiation burns. Evidence of

6,000 I bomb doesn't. this was seen in Japan where burned
8,000 5 areas on a men's back conformed to
9,500 2.5" the shape of the object which partially

15.000 I the atomic bomb the initial pressure shaded him. Burns often revealed the
phase is of sufficient duration to start pattern of colors on the clothing.
objects flying. For that reason frag- Areas under dark colors were burned,

Other reports of the Nagasaki bomb, ments from broken windows constitute while those under light colors were not,
however, state that blast pressures a major danger to personnel. the heat being reflected rather than
were not sufficient to kill people be- Brute strength and mass offer the absorbed. For maximum protection
yond several hundred feet of ground best assurance against blast damage, several, layers of loose clothing were
zero. Persons, therefore, having suffi- although shape also plays an impor- found to be better than tight clothing.
cient protection can survive at very tant part. In general. the structures The burning of buildings had two
short ranges because blast pressures receiving the greatest damage were causes. Many structures within close
are greatly reduced by even scant those which presented the greatest range were ignited immediately by
shelters. area to the blast pressure. Open struc- the extreme heat of the explosion. The

As engineers we are particularly in- tures such as bridges fared remarkably greatest damage, though, was caused
terested in the effects upon structures. well. In Hiroshimo a girder type bridge by fires which spread after the' explo-
Studies made in Japan give us a fairly only 260 feet from ground zero was sion. These secondary fires, although
good picture of what we might expect practically undamaged. not actually caused by the explosion,
from American cities. In general, Damage was not limited to build- were responsible for a major portion
American buildings could be expected ings. All vehicles within close range of the bomb damage.
to fare little better than those in were seriously damaged by blast. Tele- The topography of the target has
.le pen. Contrary to popular belief. phone poles were snapped off and a lot to do with the damage caused
Japanese structures were not flimsy water mains were ruptured. It was by thermal radiation. A flat territory
or made of paper. Many of the Jap- this latter damage, with the conse- would receive greater damage than
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one which has hills. The geography of one mile, persons within this danger Either acute leukopenia or anemia may
Cincinnati affords natural protection zone would also be susceptible to blast result. The reduction in white cells also
from an atomic explosion. and thermal radiation injuries., proba- reduces the body's ability to counter-

It is this phase of the bomb which bly to a greater degree. act infection. Serious doses of radia-
h~s probably ~aused the most fear and ~It~ou~h the exact reas.ons why tion are characterized by nausea and
misunderstanding. Actually, o.nly 15 to radiation IS harmful to body tissues are vomiting soon after exposure. Vomit-
20 per cent of the deaths In Japan unknown, many of the effects are well ing fever inflammation of mouth and
were caused by nuclear radiation. known. Heavy doses of radiation may th I t di h d I f t't. roa, ierr ea. an oss 0 appe Ie
Ideas that an atomic explosion would cause a ceasing of red and white blood
make a city uninhabitable for years cell production by the bone marrow. (Continued on page 32)
have been proved false. While many
of the long-range effects of the bomb
are yet to be learned, the overall pic-
ture is not so gloomy as many think.

The nuclear radiation from the bomb
may be divided into two classes, initial
and 'residual. In an air blast like the
two over Japan, residual radiation is
negligible. The fission products were
carried upward by the rising winds and
therefore caused no damage. Only if
a rain should follow immediately after
an air blast would residual radiation
present a problem. In that way a
radioactive mist could possibly de-
scend upon a city.

Residual Radiation

The only other way serious residual
radiation could result is from an under-
water explosion. An explosion in a
harbor, for instance, would cause tons
of radioactive salt .spray to be dis-
persed over a city. Although this pos-
sibility should not be overlooked, it is
not of prime importance. An under-
water blast, while causing greater
radiation damage. would cause little
damage from blast or thermal radia-
tion, and damage would probably be
limited to ships and dock's. Bacterio-
logical bombs would probably be used
before atomic poisoning. '1'

Possibly decontamination measures
would be necessary after an explosion.
At any rate the area should be tested
by workers with geiger counters before
it is declared safe. Contamination of
food and water from an air blast would
not be serious either. In an emergency
water containing many times the ac-
cepted quantity of radiation could be
used. Because of the rapid decay of
fission products, the problem would
soon remove itself.

The initial radiation which reaches
the ground from an air blast consists
principally of neutrons and gamma
rays. similar to x-rays. Alpha and beta
pa rti des a re a Iso emjtted but thei r (Reproduced by permission 0' National Security Resources BoardJ

ran·ge is very short and they are not Immediately following the explosion a- shock wave travels radially from the bomb at about
very penetrati ng. Inasmuch as the 20,000 fps. After. a few. thous~nd fe.et, this speed is reduced to abo.ut that. of s~und. Followi~g
. . ... the shock wave IS a high wirid directed away from the explosion; this wmd reverses ItS

limit of dangerous radiation IS about direction at the start of thes'uCtion phase, blowing less strongly, but for a longer time.
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As you have wandered around the national engineering competition for ing jeweler. The COO P E RA T IV E
U.C. campus, sat in classrooms. or the design of a bridge to cross the ENGINEER key, pictured in this article,
associated with your friends. no doubt Yellow River at Hwang Ho, on the came into being, and since that time
you have noticed small ornamental Peking-Hankow Railway. The title of has been worn by successive groups of
objects dangling from a keychain of the article was printed in English and students who have rendered distin-
one of your classmates. These small Chinese, Footnotes telling the readers guished service to the magazine.
objects are called "keys" and have-be- the definition of the Chinese symbols. On the surface of the key appear
come. in general. the symbols of In this title was a symbol that '0!as the +hree cabalistic inscriptions, which.
campus honorary societies. even Chinese ideograph meaning engineer- upon closer inspection, are recognized
though the social fraternities also ing. as proofreaders' marks. The sign on
bestow them upon their members. When this h 0 nora ry journalistic the top, used in closing a gap between
These keys, are, as a comedian said, organization was formed. one of the two letters that have been wrongly
"not a key to anything." They serve first items of business was the selection separted, symbolizes a demand for
no distinct purpose now. although at of an appropriate emblem. The com- unity and close co-operation. among
the time of their origin they were used mittee appointed was headed by C. A. the members of the staff. The middle
to wind the heavy key-winding watches one. an adaption of the Greek letter
popular at that time. The award of a delta, standing for "delete." enjoins
key became standard, the tradition the wearer of the key to destroy or
grew, and even though the usefulness take out anything not in accord with
of the key has vanished! the symbol the best standards of journalism. The
remains. third and final mark, showing t-hree

The keys of most honoraries are de- sides of a rectangle with open side
signed and made in the conventional downward, is the symbol for elevation
shape of a square or a rectangle. But and here signifies a constant striving
there is one key on the U.C. campus to raise the standards of publishing.
that is unique. This is the COOPERA- The award of the key is made by
TIVE ENGINEER key, awarded to the action of the Board of Control of the
staff members of the COOPERATIVE COOPERATIVE ENGINEER, composed
ENGINEER for distinction in journal- of the following members: Editor-in-
ism. Its shape is indescribable and Chief, Managing Editor, Business
unidentifiable, being neither square, Manager, two members of the Engi-
rectangular, round, or trapezoidal. neering Tribunal, the Editorial Faculty

Behind the choice of the shape for Adviser, and the Business Staff Faculty
this key lies an interesting story. In Adviser. The Secretary of tbe Co-
the early nineteen-twenties, when the Cooperative Engineer Key OPERATIVE ENGINEER serves as a
key was originated, the engineering non-voting member of the board.
opportunity in the land of China was Harrell. then editor of the COOPERA- The policy regarding the awarding
a much discussed topic at U.C. lec- TIVE ENGI N EER and later city man- of the keys may be outlined as basing
tures. This emphasis was a means of ager of Schenectady, New York. The the award on approximately three
acquainting the .students with the committee wanted, if possible, a key years of work on the staff or. at the
promise of China and its potentialities. that would syrnbolize engineering in discretion of the Board of Control.
They were arranged by Dean Herman some way. In their search. they noted two years of very conscientious serv-
Schneider. At the same time. Dean that Tau Beta Pi had already pre- ice. The final award, as approved by
Schneider was giving lectures on empted the "bent," an ideal figure the Board of Control, usually is made
China's historic art and philosophy. with which to represent engineering. on the basis of the recommendations
Several Chinese students were then Finally someone suggested that the of the Editor-in-Chief and the Business
enrolled in the College of Commerce Chinese character for engineering, Manager.
and Engineering. Quite obviously, the made familiar by Yu l.i's article, be The keys are awarded at the All-
whole campus was "China-conscious." used. This would be symbolic and Publications Banquet, sponsored at the

Among the Chinese students en- certainly distinctive. William Bertsch, end of each school year by Pi Delta
rolled in the College of Engineering at that time staff a rti st of the Epsilon, the national journalistic honor-
was a Yu Li, who was on the staff of COOPERATIVE ENGINEER. was as- ary society. At that time, the Editor-
the COOPERATIVE ENGINEER. He signed the task of preparing a con- in-Chief and Business Manager are
had just written an interesting and in- ventionalized version of the key that awarded solid gold keys. The other
formative article concerni ng the inter- could be duplicated by a manufactur- keys are gold-plated.
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Her friends hope she will get one of painting and ce ra m i cs. She has
her wishes regarding travel- that is, neglected ceramics lately in favor of
her desire to spend her vacation in oil painting. Most of her paintings are
Bermuda this summer. With her trip of still life.
to Daytona Beach, Florida, last year Quite often Peggy gets the urge
and the trip she made to Europe with to do the cooking at home. This usually
her family in 1937, she is making a turns out to be quite an affair, because
good start toward becoming a well- she excels in fancy cooking. The normal
travelled young lady. trend of events seems to follow a

Margie has two hobbies besides the rather consistent pattern. The meal is
above-mentioned activities. One of prepared in her excellent and efficient
these is movie photography. She has manner, served, eaten with enjoyment,
an 8-mm movie camera and projector. and then exit Miss Peggy. The dirty
Her other hobby is sketching. Margie dishes are left for someone else to do.
has not spent enough time on this As is usual with women so well
hobby ~o becom~ what wo~ld be called equipped as she, her activities include
an artist; she IS, ~ne mlg~t say, a more than the solitary and home type
doodler of outstan~lng merit. already mentioned. While in college
. We asked Margie ,~bout her lov~~ she participated in the Glee Club,
life. Her reply was, No comment. y W C A Alpha Chi Omega (whereMargaret Pohlman .. . . . . . .,
Sh.e sounds like a politician .' I; can .be she sang in a trio), and Wig Wag.
se id, though, that she rsn t gOing Along the Iine of sports, she likes

"Margie" may be only the name of steady and isn't enga.ged. or ma.rried. football. besketbell, especially ice-
a song to. you, ?ut to many people on It appears .that she IS stili ma.klng a hockey. Of the participation type
campus It bri ngs ~o.re pie a san t rather detailed study of the fl~ld. ~f sports, her favorite is swi mmi ng, and
thoughts. They are thinking, of course, you should care to take part In this she's good at it, too. To be certain
of Margaret Pohlman, one of the sec- survey, you can put your application in that she can do lots of swimming,
retaries for. the Chemical Engineering at \he Chemistry Building Of~i~e. B.ut Peggy has spent her vacations in
and Chemistry Departments. The you d better hurry, for the waiting lIst Florida for the past three years.
thoughts are pleasant because Mother is growing longer every day. Wh t b t h I ,·f? W II ha a ou er ove Ie. e, s e
Nature was in a happy mood when she seems still to be scrutinizing the field
fashioned Margie, and as a resul.t one .. closely. It is reliably reported that
Perceives a pretty face, a lovely [iqure, The co-ops In Baldwin Hall have th f· h h. ere are very ew evenings w en s e
a good personality, and a clever sense been well treated by fate, particularly d 't h d t. oes n ave a a e.
of humor. As is natural with people so those who have classes In Room 200 or
well endowed, she thoroughly enjoys 207. A class can be in deep concentra-
life. She even likes working! tion when abruptly ears perk up to the

Margie's interests are varied. Now tune of clicking heels on the steps;
that winter is coming, she plans to do then all eyes go right and a hushed
some bowling with her friends from the stillness prevails throughout the class.
other offices. She says she's not good What causes this? Why it's Peggy
at it, but it's fun anyway. Frequently Fleming gliding down the steps. Many
she scores over 130, though, and that's a class has been interrupted in this
not at all bad for an amateur. The pleasant manner.
football games and the A. I. Ch. E. Peggy is, at the present time, the
Section Change Parties aren't slighted librarian in the Baldwin Hall Engi-
either. But her favorite is dancing, and neering Library. Her presence there
it is reported that she receives an has made the eng ineers somewhat
ample number of invitations to exer- more library-conscious. She obtained
cise her interest. this position in 1948, shortly after her

Last year Margie took a course in graduation from college in 1947.
Interior Decorating in the Evening Col- Considering Peggy's job. her educa-
lege. She's applying her education now tion is unusual. She was graduated from
in the redecoration of her room, where the University of Cincinnati's Applied
she will have dark green walls and pale Arts College, where she majored in
pink furniture. This year she's taking Interior Decoration. Her schooling has
"Beginning French." given her two hobbies, which are oil
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An engineer is shown inspecting the molten r
glass as it leaves the mandrel furnace in the
first step of fluorescent tube manufacture. In
one month, a single furnace can produce 800
miles of tubing, enough for one mllllcn lights.
Cut courtesy Westinghouse Elec. Corp.

The glass stream leaves the furnace at 1830oF,
and is cooled quickly by a stream of air as it
moves along a conveyor to the tube-cutting
stat.ion.

Tubes are cut from the long glass "pipe" )
and are now coated internally with phos-
phor crystals which fluoresce under ultra-
violet light and produce the visible light
that we see. Cut courtesy Westinghouse
Elec. Corp.

Cold



L i 9 h t

This unique machine exhausts the tubes,
introduces the proper amount of mercury
vapor, and seals the ends with prepared
caps. The caps have already been fitted
with lead-in wires and filaments. Cut
courtesy Westinghouse Elec. Corp.

(

Within the tube, a stream of electrons
traversing the tube from filament to fila-
ment bombards the mercury vapor atoms.
light is produced by the fluorescence of
the phosphor crystals under the ultro-
violet radiations that are emitted when
the mercury electrons snap back into
place. 'I

Of the myriad applications of cold light,
its main use is as a substitute for sun-
light. Left, draftsmen turn out quality
drawings with ease under the bright com-
fort of fluorescent lights. Cut courtesy
Westinghouse Elec. Corp .
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Dedicated to

The new home of the Westinghouse
Educational Center where new em-
ployees from erig.ineer ing colleges
receive an orientation and training
program to help them find the kind
of work they like to do and are
likely to do best. Hundreds of ex-
perienced professional people help
carry out this program. A Graduate
Study Program is also made avail-
able through which advanced
degrees may be obtained.
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A PRICELESS ASSET ...
Building solidly for tomorrow is an important ern class rooms equipped for visual education
phase of modern business ... building men ••. a large auditorium with complete stage
for positions of leadership. and projection room facilities ... and a large,

For more than half a century, Westinghouse comfortable library and study hall. Here an
has placed major emphasis on this activity'. . . intensive course of study is given by engi-
pioneering in student training ... graduate neers and scientists who are top-ranking men
study courses ... encouragement of scientific in their fields.
training through scholarships and fellow- These same facilities are also adequate to
ships ... and in many other ways. take care of the needs of post-training-course

Now we dedicate an entire new building employees who are participating in the
to this purpose-the Westinghouse Educa- Graduate Study Program and the many other
tional Center-a building devoted to the self- educational activities of Westinghouse.
improvement of men ... dedicated to de- For their convenience and comfort, there
veloping leadership. is a cafeteria and generous space for formal

Here, top students who are recruited at and informal gatherings. For relaxation and
leading engineering schools for positions recreation, there are hobby, billiard and game
in engineering, manufacturing, sales and re- rooms and outdoor recreation facilities.
search, come for an orientation and training Here, then, is a building dedicated to
course that provides their first intimate view developing leadership . · · that priceless
of the electrical manufacturing industry . . . asset of a strong organization . . . able
and the varied opportunities it offers. management and professional leadership

Every facility has been provided to help for tomorrow. Another reason we say with
these men get off to a firm, fast start ... mod- confidence · · • G-10116

;~stinghouse

In planning the new Educational Center, careful
thought was given to recreation. A spacious lounge,
hobby and game rooms, a billiard room, facilities for
indoor and outdoor sports along with a convenient
cafeteria-all contribute to a well-rounded program.

Aided"by the most modern facilities, experienced
professional people provide a panoramic view
of the research, engineering and manufacturing
that go into Westinghouse products and the
techniques used in marketing them.
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Tau Beta Pi

Tau Beta Pi held their initiation on Novem- Miller, Jr., W. Bruce Motz, Franklin L. Patten, Iowa State '27: Ronald J. Rockwell.
ber 5, 1950, at the Vernon Manor Hotel and Robert F. Paulus, Richard E. Phillips, Dale L. An outstanding Cincinnatian, Mr. Charles P.
at that time honored the following men with Placke, Raymond B. Pohlman, Gaylord E. Pres- Taft, was the guest speaker for the occasion.
membership in their organization: Seniors: ton, Fred S. Silberberg, Gregory J. Spuilker, Carl Osterbrock was awarded the outstanding
James W. Evans, Howard P. Frederick, Chad Harris A. Thompson and Roland Wadsworth. freshman slide rule for a 5.35 average.
F. Gottschleck, Russell S. Hoff, Phillip C. Joh- Juniors: James J. Fry, Park W. Gast, Arthur On December 14 at the Student Union the
son, Frank M. Katz, James T. Lineback, John T. Kupferle, Frank Laacke and Robert W. members heard Mr. Rockwell of WLW speak
C. Merritt, Arthur G. Mess, Jr., George E. Snyder. University of Rochester: Warren Kunz. on Color Television.

Alpha Chi Sigma

Contrary to information given in the last Donald Hirschberg, William Kirch, Herbert rush smokers. About 120 people attended the
issue of this magazine, Alpha Chi Sigma is Klebanow, Daryl Lackey, Herbert R. Pahren, smoker on November 18, at Quebec Gardens.
a National Chemical Professional Fraternity. James J. Prichard, Albert N. Strohmenger, On November 6, a "Professional Get-Together"
Also om itted were the na mes of Thomas V. Joh n M acN eill, Charles Tidd, Ed Bavis, Hoyt was held at the Vera nda, to wh ich the Pro-
Bell, Master of Ceremonies and C. Richard Hammer, Kenneth Halloran, and James Oehler. fessional chapter was invited. On December
Coburn, Alumni Secretary and Historian. In addition, five new members were pledged 9, Alpha Delta chapter joined with the pro-

Alpha Delta Chapter has elected to member- from Xavier University. fessional chapter to present the Founders Day
ship the following men from the Chemical and The rushing season was highlighted by two Banquet.
Metallurgical Departments: Edward Effron,

Chi Epsilon_

At the fall initiation at Alms Hotel, Chi Schawe, Eugene F. Beckett, Alfred E. Berndoon, Ivers and Seaman, was the speaker. These
Epsilon welcomed Professor Lewis F. Palmer, Marvin W. Emmons, James J. Fry, and Irwin meetings will be part of a regular program
faculty adviser, as a chapter Honorary Mem- E. Harris. designed to acquaint the students with out-
ber. Also initiated were: William E. Smith, At the first "noontime" meeting of the C.E's, standing men in Civil Engineering.
Richard E. Fahey, Aaron Brown, Richard Mr. Vogt, of the enqi neer in q firm of Vogt,

Eta Kappa Nu

Eta Kappa Nu held their formal initiation Norman L. Heberer, Phillip C. Johnsen, James Wilson.
on Noverllber 4, 1950, at the Vernon M a nor. F. Ka iser, Fra ncis J. Kra mer, Jr., Edwa rd R. At the business meeting on November 17,
The new members are: Professor A. B. Bereskin, McCord, Glen F. Melzer, Gaylor P. Morris, 1950, an ambitious program was projected to
Arthur Kupfer/e, [Honor Junior), Wm. C. Jr., James E. Queen, Edwin Rahm, Jr., Robed enhance the EE Department's facilities.
Busch, Nathan Doetrow, Robert M. Gr~ene, H. Rakel, Edward J. Renick, and John W.

Pi Tau Sigma

The Cincinnati Eta Chapter of the mechani- '53, received the Pi Tau Sigma handbook award the Cincinnati Club with Doctor Eckstein as
cal engineering honorary played host to the for the most outstanding scholastic record of the guest speaker. The new initiates are:
national convention of the fraternity during the Sophomore class. Also present was Mr. Seniors: Frank J. Ellert, Gerald B. Hennel,
October. Through the efforts of the entire Clarence Wasmer, President of the Rex Engi- Harry S. Hintlian, Donald A. Hollcroft, Richard
chapter under the leadership of Duane Apple- neering Company, who. founded the U. C. E. Moehlman, Robert S. Peterson, Robert R.
quist, President, and Bob Messinger, conven- chapter of Pi Tau Sigma. Robinson and James F. Warner. Juniors: Tru-
tion chairman, the convention was one long Recently initiated into Pi Tau Sigma was man E. Faulkner, Charles G. Fellwock, Clifford
to be remembered. Doctor Hoke S. Greene ag~oup of outstanding seniors and juniors A. Fralich, Francis Homan, William H. Kirk,
spoke on the subject of Atomic Power and the wh'o comprised the Fall pledge class. Follow- Richard K. Lacy, Frederick C. Nesbitt and
necessity for insuring its peaceful use through ing the initiation a banquet took place at James F. Thorpe.
the United Nations. Douglas Sonderman, ME
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Engineering Tribunal

Planning of the Engineer's Ball is now under ture of Engineering Tribunal (see article on May IS, 1951 will be. a red letter day for
way. Roy Stickney is in charge of making page 22). the Co-op Colleges when the annual Co-op
final arrangements for the dance, which will Next year the engine school will cooperate Day takes place. Ray Schubert is in charge
be held March 17. 195/. The engineer's an- with Orientation Board in a series of "How of Co-op Day and Harry Lenz will take care
nual fling, held on St. Pat's Day, is part of to Study" lectures to be presented for the of coordinating Engineering Tribunal and the
the program being planned by the activities benefit of freshmen. Lee Sachs is in charge Co-op Day Committee.
committee recently established within the struc- of this program.

1i

Ohio Society of Professional Engineers

Th~ act-ivities of the month of December present. Membership to the Student Chapter of The
were h'ighlighted by a very interesting meeting The activities of the Student Chapter are Ohio Society of Professional Engineers is open
on the evening of December 14, 1950. Mr. now on a state-wide scale. Regular meetings to all engineering students. Application blanks
Herschede, an expert gemologist, presented are held each month in Columbus with repre- can be obtained at the main bulletin board
a very fine dissertation on rare gems, which sentatives from each of the four other Stu- in each of the buildings on the Quadrangle,
thoroughly engrossed all those who were dent Chapters here in Ohio. or by contacting any of the officers.

American Institute of Chemical Engineers

Interclass spirit and competition among the The interclass bowling tournament was held Emphasis on attendance at Ohio Valley Sec-
chemical and metallurgical engineers has been December 9, 1950. Don Glass was individual tion of A.I.Ch.E. meetings by student chapter
stimulated this year by various means. high man, and was presented with a gold members is being stressed this year. The
A.I.Ch.E. has held two rousing section change trophy. The freshman class had the high team purpose of this is to make Chemical Engineer-
parties. Both parties were sponsored by the and will be awarded more points towards "the ing more of a profession than just a job. The
Junior class. The entertainment presented was little brown jug." At the present time the senior class has already. formed a "more pro-
terrific, and should be hard for the succeeding juniors are ahead with 85 points. fessional attitude" group:
classes to beat.

American Institute of Electrical Engineers

The regular business meetings of the Elec- radio facilities, it seems these engineers went ment and their professors.
tricals were climaxed in Section I by two main on to study fascinating and un mathematical An outstanding step was take/! by this
events. One of these was the inspection of curves at other spots before dragging them- organization when it decided to' use the funds
Cincinnati's ultra modern Terrace Plaza Hotel selves home in the late morning. from vending machines in Swift Hall to award
and the other the spirited section change party A popular feature in both sections is the scholarships to worthy students in the Pre-
on November 3, 1950. The Section II party weekly movie in Swift Hall. AlEE is planning Junior, Junior, and Senior classes of both
was held at City Hall Rathskeller on December a Sophomore Indoctrination Day aimed at sections.
16, 1950; after admiring the bar's elaborate familiarizing the sophomores with their depart-

American Society of Civil Engineers

The "Civils" started off the school year The ASCE football team ran their string of The Freshman Smoker, an annual event, is
with a get-together party for all members. straight wins up to three before being tripped soon to be held. Here the Freshmen are to be
Highlights of the evening were the presenta- by an alert Sigma Alpha Epsilon team. The acquainted with campus organizations and de-
tion of the traditional gavel to last year's next game was won by forfeit, but the team partment faculty members, and will be invited
president, Dan Antenen, and the giving away was kept out of the playoffs by losing its last to join ASCE when they become Sophomores.
of several door prizes. game.

American Society of Mechanical Engineers

The Mechanicals opened their 1950-51 season The Section" section change party was held more, Mr. F. F. Borries, former chairman of
with a membership meeting at the campus Y. at the Z-Bar and a saturated evening followed. the senior branch and present adviser to the
Speakers Mere Mr. H. L. Haworth from the At this function an outstanding record was Mid-West College student chapters. was also
senior .bre nch, who spoke on "What A.S.M.E. smashed by the making of a ten dollar profit. present at that meeting. Last year's chairman,
Has Meant to Me." Professor J. Bunting (pipe Vicious rumors suggest a watering of the beer! Jim Colebrook, is the recipient of the National
in hand) mentioned direct advantages to stu- Section II was highlighted by a meeting at ASME Undergraduate Award for his thesis;
dents, and President Jay Byrer introduced which Mr. C. F. Hardy, Chief Engineer of the by now. not only ASME but the entire univer-
Clare Hulley. who was selected as faculty Appalachian Coal Corporation, made a very sity is proud of his achievements.
adviser. interesting speech on Air pollution; further- (Continued on page 35J
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In order better to acquaint eng i- organizations. It was to meet this need leges, known then as the College of
neering students with their student that the original Tribunal was estab- Engineering and Commerce, and also
government organization, the co-op lished in 1907. the School of Applied Arts.
ENGINEER presents the/following sum- In that year, Dean Herman Schneider The role of Tribunal adviser was
mary of the background, organization, presented the constitution of the filled by the dean of the college until
and function of the Engineering Tri- organization to the fa:::ulty of the col- 1941, when Dean Gowdy. feeling that
buna I. lege. The faculty agreed to give it a he could no longer take an active part,

The formation of a number of stu- trial, and eventually recognized it as appointed Prof. H. A. Dangel as
dent organizations within the Engineer- a permanent organization of the col- adviser. Prof. Dangel is the present
ing College created the need for a lege. The original Tribunal governed a adviser.
council of some sort to regulate and combination of the present Engineer- Several steps have been taken in
coordinate the activities of these ing and Business Administration Col- the last year to make the Engineering

Tribunal a more effective group. Be-
cause of the co-op plan of the college,
it has become necessary to have one
representative from each department
for each section. Provision has been
made for each representative to act as
liaison between his respective depart-
mental society and the Tribunal. An
organization not directly concerned
with any of the departments is repre-
sented by members-at-Iarge or by
hold-over members, whose status and
qualifications v/ill be described later.
In this manner it is hoped that the
activities of the several societies can
be coordinated to the mutual bene·-
fit of al/.

Enliven Activities

This yea r lin an effort to en liven the
activities of the engineering school. a
special activities committee has been
formed. This group includes repre-
sentatives of all the student engineer-
ing societies, plus members-at-Iarge,
and is headed by a member of Engi-
neering Tribunal. The committee will
handle the annual Engineer's Ball, which
will be the climax of an engineering
activities week. They are also charged
with the duties of initiating other _
activity to invigorate ihe student
activities of the Engineering College.

The Engineering Tribunal, with
offices in Bald\Nin Hall, now consists of
fifteen members. Thore are two repre-
sentatives (one in each section) from
each of the five depa rtments. These
are juniors or seniors. The sophomore
and pre-j unior classes each elect one

. member-at-Iarge. Two members are
The above are the members of the 1950-51 Engineering Tribunal: Row 1, Merritt, J., Tucker, D.,
Dangel, H. Row 2 - Miller, J., Rahn, E., Whitford, D. Row 3 - Lenz, H., Miller, D., Gast, P. (C· d 36)
Row 4 - Fahey, R., Frommer, P., Felts, D. oniinue on page
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Drill Night
From a point high on the campus, a radar beam searches

the sky. (Lights burn in classrooms. Khaki replaces tweed and
covert for the night as college men assigned to R~serve,>,units
study the machines and methods of defense.

Preparedness is the order of the day.

And the Bell System stands prepared. In five busy years,
we have added more than 12,500,000 telephones. Many improve-
ments have been made in the quality and speed of service. Our
force of highly skilled, experienced men and women has been
greatly enlarged - and now numbers more than 600,000.

A nation in a hurry goes by telephone. This country has
-the best telephone service in the world.

BELL'TELEPHONE SYSTEM
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5 T I will require nearly 20.000 tons of fuelPace rave I d 'f' , .
. for a fifty-ton pay oa I It IS to gain(Continued from page 71 . d II II ' t

r this velocity an coast In 0 space.,
it attained as the last ot the fuel v:as Multiple-step rockets apparently cut
burned. However, when it is receding down the amount of fuel required in
from a gravitational fiel?, the rocke~ anyone rocket. A smaller rock~t
requires at lea.st a cert,~ln .amount ~,' mounted upon a larger. rocket .has, In
fuel to keep It from failing back. addition to its own attainable distance

i Additional fuel is necessary to give an of travel, the initial distance potential
acceleration and to move the rocket of the larger rocket, producing a sub-
from the field. It is apparent that, the stantially larger final distance and ena-
slower the acceleration, th~ longer :he bling the rocket to travel farther
rocket will be in an effective gr.avlt~- against the gravitational field. Recent-
tional field and the rr:ore .fuel It w~1I Iy this was done when one of the
require, with a resultln~ I~crease. In Army's .WAC Corporal rockets was
weight. Since the gravitational field mounted upon a V-2 and set off at the
decreases inversely as th~ squa~e of peak of the V-2's flight. Howeve~, even
the distance, a rocket will require a such drastic modifications as six-step

'finite amount of fuel to gain an ac- rockets do not solve the problem, for
celeration which will always ,iust eCl.ual unusually large quantities. of fuel are
the acceleration of the ear~h s qravita- still required to send a small .useful
tional field and thus enable It to escap.e payload into space, to say nothing of
permanently. This amount of fue! IS living explorers.
that which will, upon complete, fl~al Although the solution to the power
combustion, give. the rocket an In- and fuel problem appears to lie in :he
stantaneous velccity of about seve.n field of nuclear fission, no practical
miles per secon.d. If a!r res~stance IS engine for the utilization of atomic
disregarded, this velocity will enable energy under sufficient control and
a rocket to continue away from th~ with a minimum of radioactivity has
earth indefi nite Iy . It has bee n est 1- •

mated by one man that a single rocket (Continued on page 26J
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USE THE c:
WORLD'S BESTe

at ~
c;;;;

NO EXTRA COST
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Begin your career by
doing what the mas-
ters do .•. use
CASTELL with the
famous imported
graphite. It costs no
more than ordinary
domestic brands.

. 18 superlative de-
grees that match ev-
ery mood of genius.
Ask for CASTELL 9000
at your college sup- ~
ply store. j

partners in creating
For 81 years, leaders of the engineering profession
have made K & E products their partners in creating
the technical achievements of our age. K & E instru-
ments, drafting equipment and materials-such as the
LEROyt Lettering equipment in the picture-have thus
played a part in v-irtually every great engineering
project in America.

KEUFFEL & ESSER CO.
EST. 1867

NEW YORK • HOBOKEN, N. J.
Chicago • St. Louis • Detroit

San Francisco • Los Angeles • Montreal
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Wetter Water is on the job
THE SMOKE SWELLS ... the flames roar ... firemen push Fire departments find that Unox Penetrant reduces fire,
into the heart of the conflagration behind a wall of spray. smoke and water damage ... makes the fireman's work
Then almost as if by magic the crackling flames die down safer and more efficient. It is but one example of the hun-
•.. the fire is out. dreds of materials produced by the people of Union Carbide.

Wetter water is on the job again! . Among these products there is certainly one or more that
What is this remarkable fire fighting tool? How can will be of value to your business.

water be wetter? The answer is an astonishing chemical
called Unox Penetrant. F R E E: Learn more about the interesting things you

. use every day. Write for the illustrated booklet" Prod-
Add as httle as one per cent of Unox Penetrant to water ucts and Processes" which tells how science and in-

d d f I h kITh II dustryuse Union Carbide's Alloys; Chemicals, Carbons ~
an a won er u c ange ta es pace. e water actua y Gases and Plastics in creating things for you. Write
becomes wetter ... spreads rapidly and evenly ... sinks al- for free booklet H.

most instantly into any even slightly porous surface.
Sprayed on burning wallboard, wood, even bales of cot- U C

ton-wetter water penetrates below the burnt outside to the NION A RB IDE
fire beneath ... puts it out faster with less than one-third AND CA.RBOAT CORPOR.A.TIOK
of the water usually needed. 30 EAST 42ND STREET 00 NEW YORK 17, N. Y.

Trade-marked Products of Divisions and Units include
SYNTHETIC ORGANIC CHEMICALS • LINDE Oxygen • BAKELITE, KRENE, and VINY.LITE Plastics

PREST-a-LITE Acetylene • PYROFAX Gas • NATIONAL Carbons • EVEREA~Y Flashlights and Batteries
ACHESON Electrodes • PRESTONE and TREK Anti-Freezes. ELECTROMET Alloys and Metals • HAYNES ST~LLITE Alloys
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Space Travel direction at a speed proportional to ently crowded nature, space could be
(Continued from page 24J its mass. Since the velocity of the traversed from Earth to Pluto, a dis-

yet been developed. Proposed systems neuclear particles is extremely high, tance of 3'/2 billion miles, in a rocket
in general 'postulate the utilization of of the order of magnitude of the ship the size of the Queen Mary with
the tremendous heat available to velocity of light, their mass is substanti- the odds of the order of one in a
vaporize a "carrier substance" and ally increased in accordance with the million in favor of its being struck by
expel it at a high velocity from the theory, of r~l~tivity. With a high even a dust mote.
rocket nozzle; this does not constitute operating efficiency and a compara- Save for the stars, in which atomic
much of an improvement upon the tively light rocket, quite measurable forces serve to transform matter into
present system. forces could be produced. heat energy and other radiations,

The ion-rocket. which requires the Space is ~o longer t~ou,ght ~f as a space objects generally assume the
direct conversion of solar or atomic ~Ieak emptiness, nor IS It still con- temperature of the surrounding
energy for its use, is a promising sldered t? be permeat.ed by a wave- regions. However, a body as near to
means of attaining high velocities. propa,gatln~ ether- ", It IS k~own to be the sun as the ear+h will absorb and
Its principles are comparatively well a, reglo~ with certain physical proper- reflect a good deal of infra-red radia-
developed, but it is practical only ties :vhlch can be determined and fion: the surface of the moon, for
in the weak gravitational fields of described. example, rises hundreds of degrees in
outer space. Essentially, it is a modified T t the "glare", while it rapidly dissipates
I, I' empera ure th I d hineer acce erator applyinq the rocket e accumu ate eat to space on the
principle. An analogy to this system The temperature of interstellar dark side. The color and skin texture
is a cyclotron straightened out so that space is agreed to be about two of a space rocket must be carefully
t.he ~uclear par!icles !ravel in a straight degrees Kelvin (-458° F.). At intervals selected, and its position relative to
Iln.e Instead of In a circular path. With throughout this region are assorted :he. s~n must be. carefully controlled
thl~ system, certain substances are objects such as comets, planets, stars, If It IS to rema!n at a comfortable
stripped of their electrons in the ion stellar debris, and clouds of dust, Lost temperature for Its occupants,
rocket and the resulting neuclei are electrons, protons, and other funda- A~ong t.he. unkno~ns of. space is
sent out of the end of the accelerator mental particles frequent space, as do cosmic radiation. Neither Its effect
by bursts of electrical energy. with the cosmic rays, infra-red and ultra-violet u,pon man nor the change in its inten-
result :hat. the entir~ accelerating rays,' and other forms of electromag- sity throughout space has been ac-
mechanism IS propelled In the opposite netic radiation. In spite of its appar- (Continued on page 28J
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New television microphone, developed at RCA Laboratories, virtually vanishes when in active use.
Continue your education

with pay-at RCA

I'~~ ~ ~ ~ Graduate Electrical Engineers: RCA
• • Victor-one of the world's foremost manu-

Yin/}. 'In! VCID,A ooe leis e sItllS s '/ne ~~~:::~~~:,a:~r:~t;l~~t;:~J:l:~~~~~
well-rounded training and experience at
a good salary with opportunities for ad-

• " • vancement. Here are only five of the many
Now you see It, now you don t! RCA s Through research carried out at RCA Lab- projects which offer unusual promise:
new "vanishing microphone" is plainly oratories, the "Starmaker" microphone picks • ° Devel~pmen~ and design of radio re-

d f 11 di ti h d cervers (IncludIng broadcast, short wave
visible when standing alone-but let up so~n rom a rrec 10ns- ears an and FM circuits, television, and phona-

l .. f d b f · transmits every sound the human ear can graph combinations).
a te evision per ormer stan e ore It detect. It's not only small and almost invis- • Advanced development and design of
and it seems to disappear, ible b t it' loon of the most effici nt ~M a~d FM ~)roadcas! transmitte~s, ~-F

1 .' usa s e. e induction heating, mobile communications

C 11d th "St k" the RCA . microphones ever devised. equipment, relay systems.a e . e arma er, IS mI- • Design of component parts such as
crophone is little larger than a big foun- coils, loudspeakers, capacitors.

t
. d . . 1 f d . 0 l#: 01 • Development and design of new re-

aln pen . . . an prlnclp es 0 eSlgn cording and producing methods.
based on modern camouflage techniques See the latest wonders of radio, television, • Design of receiving, power, cathode

bl d it ith ti t' I the Th' d 1 . RCA E h·b'· H II ray, gas and photo tubes.en } WI an ar IS S C 0 lng. ere S an e ectronics at x 1, itioti a 36 W °t t d t N to l ROt' V··" ." • • .' 1"L e 0 ay 0 a wna ecrui tng lVt-
no clumsy mike to distract your atten- West 49th Street, New York. Admission is sian, RCA vue», Camden, New Ierseu.
tion from the artist's performance-and free. Radio Corporation of America RCA Also many opportunities for Mechanical
"t' 1 bI itive I tr t B 'ld' g Radio C,jty New York 20' N Y and Chemical Engineers and Physicists.1 S a so a super y sensi rve Ins umen. Uf, me. II II, , , •

RADIO ~ORPORA"'ON J AMERIC'A
World Leader In Ramo - First- in 7elevlsion
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Space Travel in space presents additional problems. nearest stellar neighbor, Alpha Ce~-
(Continued from page 26) Ordinary shortwave radio is useless tauri, 4.3 light years away, in a rocket

curately determined~::" The forms of beyond the Kennely-Heaviside layer, traveling at half the speed of light.
radiation with which' W·Er are familiar which is responsible for the reflection However, the forty-odd planets and
present difficult problems. ,~lhe earth's of radio waves around the surface of moons, and the hundreds of asteroids,
atmosphere a bsorbs much or';the ultra- the earth. Frequency modulation and comets, and meteors inha biting the
violet radiation, but in 'space, a rocket micro-wave radio are apparently un- immediate vicinity of the solar system,
ship will require shielding of some form affected by the layer, and, though a region of 14.6 x 1028 cubic miles,
to prevent its passengers from being they require a great amount of power, will provide enough matter for re-
tanned to a crisp. X-rays and gamma should make one-way communication search until more rapid means of
rays present a far more puzzling possible. The return of signals may be traversing space are found.
problem in outer space. Experiments accomplished through the invention of Ideas and knowledge are inherent
with V-2's and other rockets have a means to harness solar energy for and essential in the development of a
shown that these forms of radiation broadcast-ing from a rocket ship. Radar new field of scientific endeavor. How-
increase with distance from the earth; offers possibilities, although tremen- ever, few actual facts and little under-
whether or not there is a region at dous installations would be required. standing exists among the general
some greater distance from the earth However, the use of electromagnetic public: with respect to the field of
where the radiations slack off appreci- radiations for communication will not space travel. With the advent of
ably, may well be the most critical be too feasible in the years when space atomic fission, 6lf1 attempt at public
factor in determining whether future travelers begin edging toward the enlightenment was made, but this was
rockets must all be remote controlled outer boundary of the solar system. A curtailed for reasons of n erio n a I
for lack of adequate protective shield- flash of light would take 5-1/3~,hours to security. A similar though more
ing. Gamma rays will pierce a twelve- travel from the sun to Pluto at aphelion thorough policy of general education
inch wa II of lead to disi nteg rate living (the position at which Pluto is farthest must be followed with respect to space
tissue like a cancer. The effects, un- from the sun). rreve], to the end that the benefits of
fa rt una tel y , are cum uIat ive , and eve n ,T he lim its 0f man's tr avel sin spa c e spa ce t ravel may ace rue to a lime n .
with the best shielding, many a space are, with the means at hand, very Our fu+-ure".in interplanetary space is
venturer will be obliged to retire from definitely within the solar system. The prornisinq i-jhrouqh interest and under-
+he field early. mere fact that the average life span is standing, the day of commercial space

Communications to and from rockets 65 years precludes a visit to even our travel will come reasonably soon.
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A gun barrel made of glass •••

This scientist is putting together the barrel High Voltage Engineering Corporation, processes, and through them, to better living
of an "electron gun." When completed, it manufacturers of this generator, at first had for us all.
will be capable of developing car:cer-killing diffic~lty findi~g a high-voltage electrical in- That's why we suggest-when you're out of
rays at tWI~ethe P?we~ of those gIven off by s~latIng matenal for the gun barrel, a mate- college and concerned with improving prod-
all the medical radium ill the world. nal that would st~nd electron ?ombardment ucts or processes-that you consider glass, a

The barrel of the gun, part of a new super- hour after ho~r without breaking down. The material of practically limitless uses. And
voltage X-ray machine used in cancer research answer to their problemwas a gl~ss selected should you want to know more about
and treatment, is a tube formed by stacking from ~hemany. develop~d b~ Corning to meet Corning electrical glasses, or the hundreds of
precision-made rings of one of Coming's exacting electrical specifications, other glasses Corning makes, we hope you'll
special electrical glasses. Providing glass for medical research is not write us before your planning reaches the

Two million volts drive electrons through new to Corning. Sin~e the early days. of blue~rint stage. Corning Glass Works,
the tube, much as a bullet is driven through X-rays, glass by Corning has played a VItal Cormng, New York.
a gun barrel. As these electrons are suddenly part in the development of X-ray apparatus
stopped by a water-cooled block of gold at -transmittin~ glasses for tubes and absorb-
the end of the barrel, two-million-volt X-rays ing glasses for shields. And Pyrex brand lab-
are generated. This X-ray beam is powerful oratory an~ phar~aceu~ical glassware has
enough to reach diseased areas four inches served medical SCIenceSInce World War I.
inside the body and it can be directed with Throughout industry, Corning means re-
great accuracy on the spot the doctor wants search inglass-research that has contributed
to bombard. in countless ways to better products and
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Reflection Point cooling is not necessary after sundown. more practical than others.
(C . d f 9J The future for this idea is unlimited. So, Dr. Mills is entering upon an

ontrnve rom page Estimates of the economies of con- era which will see extensive use of his
author had the experience of being in struction show savings never before ideas. His untiring efforts in the gath-
the home both during the summer, thought of. Equipment is not out of ering of information and the develop-
with the temperature at 85 ° F. a nd reason, and operational economies ment of further improvements will be
during the winter, when temperatures should retire the equipment costs in rewarded when he sees that he has
of below freezing were encountered a short period of time. But even brought to the world a new and su-
outside. In both instances the home greater is the additional comfort that perior idea in the constant search for
was very pleasant. During the siege such conditioning provides. a better way of living.
of zero weather following Thanksgiving, 0 I k
1950, Dr. Mills reported that the sys- ut 00 Dr. Mills is Head Professor of Experi-
tem was proving effective, although This idea, presented in its simplest mental Medicine at the University of
the amount of incoming air had -been form, is as versatile as our present day Cincinnati and a graduate M.D.,
reduced somewhat below the usual home lighting operation - and can be University of Cincinnati, 1922. He re-
1000 cfm. Room temperatures were controlled as easily - with the flick of ceived the degree of Ph. D. in Bio-
never above 60° F, and -even when the a switch from room to room. Put it chemisty, University of C inc inn a ti,
occupant could see his breath, he was together with the heat pump principle 1920, and A.B., University of South
still pleasantly comfortable. and it may be an unbeatable combina- Dakota, 1917.

The highest temperature experi- tion. Other applications are also being Along with his medical teaching he
enced last summer was 96 ° F outside considered. has conducted research in blood c1ot-
and 89° F inside. And even at thet, It can be shown that such a system ting and the control of hemorrhage.
with cooling fluid going to all seven is much more economical than the air climatic and weather effects on man,
rooms, power for the compressor cos! conditioning processes now installed air pollution and health, and reflective
only 25¢ for the ten-hour period. And in factories and offices to boost pro- radiant conditioning. He studied the
Dr. Mills has had the experience of duction. The problems of protecting air pollution situation at Donora, Penn-
taking a sweat-free afternoon nap in jet plane passengers from the tremen- sylvania, after the October, 1948 dis-
hot, muggy air. Since the house is not dous frictional heat. of conditioning aster, and the relation of air pollution
insulated, it quickly comes into equilib- temporary military buildings, and even to respiratory diseases in Cincinnati,
rium with the cooler night atmosphere, of increasing the productivity of dairy Chicago, Cleveland, and Pittsburgh
and thus, for the most part, mechanical animals, may prove this system to be between 1946 and 1949.

CHECKIN\G ACCOUNTS
No Minimum Balanee

In order to assist the depositors of this Bank who issue a few
check.s each month, we are prepared to furnish them with a
book of twenty (20) checks at a cost of $1.50.

Depositors using these checks will not be subject to any
further service charge for the issuance of checks.

Ask For A $1 .50 Check Book
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What's it for?
This lO-ton

abrasive wheel
helps produce
which of the
following?

D Steel
D Paper
D Cement
D Coat

The answer is paper and the wheel is a
Norton pulpstone, used in the grinding of
wood pulp.

How It's Made
In the Norton pulpstone, abrasive seg-
ments are anchored securely to a rein-
forced concrete center, and staggered to
comprise a continuous grinding surface.
Depending on pulp requirements, the
abrasive mediums are Crystolon'" silicon
carbide or Alundum~ aluminum oxide,
both trade-marked Norton products noted
for their great hardness, sharpness' and
high resistance to wear. Joints between
segments are made of a special material
which is unaffected by continuous immer-
sion in hot water and has awear-resistance
approximating that of the abrasive.

Advantages
Thanks to their scientific construction,
and to the constant care that controls
their manufacture, Norton pulpstones
are, above all, quality producers. In addi-
tion, their extremely low 'wearing rates
enable mills to obtain a higher yield of
pulp per cord of wood and to reduce
expensive, production-halting shutdowns
due to stone replacements. 'That is why
Norton pulps tones are preferred by wood
pulp mills the world over.

JANUARY, 1951

cations. In other words, "making better
products to make other products better"
- for all industry. To the young tech-
nician, it is a constantly expanding, ex-
ceptionally inviting field - worthy of
serious consideration when planning for
the future. .

John R. Erickson, B~5., Yale '33, checks a newly
molded Reinforced Hub Wheel in the Norton
Research Laboratory ~ Organic Section.

Worth Thinking About
Norton engineers and the facilities of
'Norton laboratories are constantly at
work on new developments in abrasives, Guy Irwin, Ph. D., Penn State '49, working on the

.development of ceramic bonds, examines vitrified
bonds, construction methods and appli- grinding wheel under a binocular microscope.

*Registered trade-marks for Norton silicon carbide and aluminum oxide respectively.
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• SHERARDUCT • SHERARDUC} • SHERARDUCT • ,~

RDU.CT •. tjHER ~CT. HERARD.UCT. SHERAR~

SHERARDU CT • SH~R CT • sl
UCT. S RDUC r. S~ARDUCT HERARD~

HERARDUCT • SHERJLM~ ARDUCT· SI

S.HERlRDUCT Experience, 'they say,
~ is the best teacher. But

you can avoid one pitfall if-
from the very smrt-your·wir-
ing specifications call for
Sherarduct Rigid Steel Con-
duit. It has meant "perma-
nence" and "quality" to the
electrical trade for more than
40 years because it is proc-
essed to meet all the require-
ments of an outstanding
-conduit.

• It is made ofSpellerized steel
for a fine, even texture.

• It is Sherardized by alloying.
zinc to steel to give it rust-
resistance and ·life-Iong pro-
tection. Zinc is applied so
smoothly that even the threads
are protected.

• It is treated with Shera-Solu-
tion enamel to give it smooth
surfaces and acid-resistance.

You can always expect a
feather in your cap when you
specify the installation of
Sherarduct, It will "last as
long as the building stands."

Sherarduct is but one of many'
outstanding products made by
National Electric-a reliable
source of supply for any elec-
trical roughing-in materials
that you might need.
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A-Bomb and You
(Continued from pa9~ 13J

develop, with death following in from
2 to 12 weeks after exposure.

We have seen what the atomic bomb
can do by blast, thermal radiation, and
nucle'ar radiation. The bomb is not all-
powerful, however, and as citizens and
engineers we can playa part in build-
inga defense against it. Three cate-
gories into which these steps may be
placed are: city layout, methods of
construction and emergency facilities.

It has been shown how thegeo'-
graphy ofa city can provide a natural
means of/defense for certain areas. In
qenerel, hilly cities are less vulnerable
to atomic attack than flat cities. This
is lerqelv :e matter of location and for
existing cities is not a controllable
factor.

Decentrelizefionis of key importance
in planning a city to resist atomic

bombing. The policy of not "putting
all one's eggs in one basket" was a
good one even in the days of regular
demolition bombing. The advantages
in 'respect to atomic bombing are even
greater. It is unlikely that any great
number of bombs could be dropped
on one city. Rather, one bomb would
probably be relied upon to do the
damage. The object, therefore, is to
minimize the damage which anyone
bomb could do, no matter where it
exploded.

This condition is difficult to obtain
with older cities, but should beconsid-
ered whenever there is expansion. The
suburb system lends itself very well to
decentralization. Each suburb should
be as independent as possible, each
maintaining fire and rescue service
which could be dispatched to the dis-
aster area. Duplication of facilities

(Continued on page 34)
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by ARCH COOPER
Manager, Empire Region

ALLIS-CHALMERS MANUFACTURING COMPANY

(Graduate Training Course-1909)

YOU NEED the confidence that comes
.from wide experience, whether you

intend to be a salesman, designer, re-
searcher, or production
man. Confidence based
on knowledge is one of
the greatest assets an en-
gineer can have. Here is
what I mean.

You may visit a mine
with the idea of talking
about crushing equip-

ARCH COOPER ment, but find that their
engineers have an electrical problem. Or
you may visit a utility to talk about elec-
trical equipment and find that they're all
excited about a pump break-down.

Offer All-Around Help
Can you help them? Or are you just another
peddler who is taking their time when they
have problems on their minds. In my work
I call on electric utilities, cement plants,
machinery builders, textile mills, paper
mills, shoe factories and many other types
of plants. In each of them, I try to help
the engineers and mechanics I call on.

It's a good credo for salesmen, but it High temperatures and speeds raise tough design and pro-
takes broad experience to carry it out. It's duction problems on giant steam turbine spindles like these.

the kind of experience you must deliber-
ately set about acquiring as early as pos- cided to study design at Allis-Chalmers. electric power, mining and ore reduction,
sible. I had heard of Allis-Chalmers equip- It looked like the best place in the world cement making, public works,· pulp and
ment, seen A-C's giant Corliss engines in to get a broad engineering background. wood processing, and flour milling.
Australia's biggest power plant and de-

l joined the Allis-Chalmers Graduate And the Allis-Chalmers Graduate
Training Course after graduation from Training Course is still flexible. Students
Sydney Technical College in 1908 . .. help plan their own courses. They can
worked on steam turbines, wound coils of switch to design, manufacturing, research,
all types, performed tests for the electrical application, sales, or advertising-divide
department. After that there were field their time between shops and offices-
trips to erect electrical equipment. It was and can earn advanced degrees in engi-
soon apparent that I wasn't a designer at neering at the same time.
heart, and my sales career started. M Alli Ch 1 Ien at IS- a mers get a case-up

B dOt ·t of the basic industries. No matter what
roa ppor UDI Y path they take in the industrial world, ex-

Forty-one years later, Allis-Chalmers still perience gained with this broad organiza-
offers the same opportunity for broad tion lays a foundation for the confidence
experience. A-C still builds equipment for that comes with all-around knowledge,

ALLIS-CHALMERS
Allis-Chalmers Manufacturing Company, Milwaukee 1, Wisconsin

(~J
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Textile mills are getting adjustable speed at
lower cost by using new automatic Vari-
Pitch sheaves on spinning frames as shown.
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A-Bomb and You personnel and equipment. In general, makes their adoption in other cities

(C
. d f increased blast resistance can be ob- a reality of the near future.

ontinue rom page 32J . . .ta/ned by Increasing the strength of Some emergency facilities have al-
also is advantageous. Wherever possi- the structure. Reinforced concrete ready been mentioned. Duplication of
ble such things as power and communi- was found to be one of the most resist- fire-fighting equipment, communica-
cation lines should be duplicated, and ant building materials. Materials of tion and power lines, and water sources
to be effective should be separated construction which can dislodge and are of prime importance. Mobile radio
as far as possible. Duplicate sources become hazardous to occupants should stations would be invaluable in main-
of water, particularly water pressure, be avoided. This applies particularly taining contact with disaster areas, and
would be invaluable. In Japan much to brick structures. medical stations should be so dispersed
of the damage was caused by the fires Windows can be made less danger- throughout a city that blanket protec-
which were left burning after the ex- ous by using wire reinforced glass. tion can be provided. To be effective
plosion. Poor fire fighting equipment- While the danger of flying glass is these stations should be built as safe
and loss of water pressure made fire not eliminated completely, its damage as possible and sufficiently isolated to
fighting practically impossible. ~ is reduced, particularly at from 2 to avoid the hazard of general conflagra-

The possibility of underground fac- 8 miles from the explosion, where plas- tion.
tories should be considered also. There ter and window damage would be the Shelters inside of buildings present
are many manufacturing processes major effects of the bomb. Another a complex problem. Should the build-
which could be carried on as well un- possible measure would be the use of ing collapse, the shelter might well
derground. In areas where vacant plastic substitutes for glass. become a death trap. Briefly, such
mines are available, it might even be These methods of construction are shelters should be located in [ireprooj,
economically feasible, particularly for naturally more expensive than those reinforced concrete or steel frame
strategic industries. Many European generally used and would not be volun- buildings that are resistant to collapse.
factories were successfully operated tarily undertaken by builders. A revi- The shelter areas should be on the
underground in the last war. sion of building codes could guarantee lower floors or in the interior portions

Aside from location, buildings can an overall class of structures which of buildings to afford maximum pro-
be constructed to offer more resist- could be bomb resistant. Similar codes tection.
ance to blast and shock and thereby have been adopted in· ea rthqua ke Outside shelters should be located
increase the protection afforded to zones. The threat of an atomic attack a safe distance from buildings to avoid

Ever notice the tympanist tightening up
the head of his kettledrums before a
concert? It's leather plus correct tension
that gives him the tone he wants.

In power transmission, leather belt
plus tension control is giving industry
a drive it wants. The "Uni-Pu ll" drive
combines flat leather belting with a
tension-controlling motor base to keep
power in ·tune. It's a modern, compact
set-up that handles power as no other
belt drive can. .
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the hazard of debris and fire. These shelters should be
built to resist the blast effects from an atomic bomb at
a distance of about 1/2 mile. A buried or semi-buried
shelter is the most effective and usually the easiest to
construct. Reinforced concrete is the best construction
material and has the advantage of being durable. Satis-
factory shelters can also be constructed of corrugated she\et
iron or wood. Protection from harmful radiation can be
obtained by a layer of earth over the shleter. Shelters of
this type in Japan withstood the blast at a distance of only
900 feet from ground zero.

We known that bigger and more powerful bombs ha~e
been made since the Japanese explosions. The test bombs
exploded on Eniwetok in the Marshall Islands were reported
to be ten times as powerful as those used over Japan.
E'{en though a tremendous amount of energy was released,
the first bombs were relatively inefficient. Due +0 the force
of the explosion when the components of the bomb ~re
brought together, much of the fissioneblerne terial becomes
scattered before it can enter into a chain reaction. Thus
only a small percentage of the explosive material is effec-
tive. Steps in the production of a more powerful bomb
have undoubtedly been-in the perfection of detonation
mechanics rather than in the actual development of more
powerful :fission material.

Because the radioactive materials of the Uranium or
Plutonium bomb must be divided into sub-critical masses,
the size 'of the bomb is limited. The problem of bringing
together simultaneously more than two objects is a very
difficult one. This problem does not exist with hydrogen,
or H-bomb as it is known. There is no critical mass. The
reaction is caused by extreme pressures and temperatures,
possibly the explosion of a conventional atomic bomb.

The H-bomb exists in theory only. As far as we know
one hes not yet been mede. Its construction, however, is
quite'. possible. Whatthen would be the eff~cts of e rnore
powerful bomb?

The effects of blast increase with the cube root of the'
power so that a bomb eight times the power of the 1945
bomb would produce equivalent damage and casultiesover
an area only twice the radius. Even the hydrogen bomb,
which may reach an explosive power as high as 1,000 times
that of the 1945 bomb, would produce blast damage over
a radius only ten times greater. The effects of thermal
radiation however, increase with the square root of the
power so that the same incendiary effect would be pro-
duced over a radius twice as _great by a bomb having fou,r
times ,the power of the 1945 bomb.

Campus New~
(Continued from page 2 J J

Institute of Aeronautical Sciences
New members of lAS were given a chance to get acquainted

with the older members at the first party which was held at the
Avenue Nite-Club in Bellevue, Kentucky, on September 29, 1950. The
second and last party for the section was held on Saturday, October
28, 1950.

A dinner meeting for both sections was held during Section II
with the Chief Helicopter Test Pilot at McDonnell Aircraft Coropore-
tion pf St. Louis, Missouri, as speaker.

An important issue acted on by the members during Section I
was the inviting of freshmen and sophomore ,Aeros to the weekly
meetings. Although they would not be able to participate in the
business part of the meetings, it was felt that they would profit from
some of the movies and speakers on the program.

Future activities of lAS will include more parties with the planning
of displays a nd projects for Co-op Day.
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Need
Litera'ture?

On machines
and methods
in the fields
of Mill in g,
CYllND HI CAL GRIND IN G,
SURFACE BROACHING,
or CUTTER SHARPENING

The "Mill" will- be g,lad to supply literature
of the type mentioned above. And it's not

> necessary to be a graduate engineer to feel
iusHfied in asking' for eatelcqs or educational
booklets.

Lltereture frern the "Mill" may be of assist-
ance to you" in your mechanical lab or co-
ordination classes, or perhaps to help you
complete a machine tool thesis.

Feel free to call on us at the engineering and
service building on MarburgAvenue, illus-
trated below, or telephone REdwood 2121.

Ask for the advertising department.

THE CINCINNATI MILLING MACHI~E CO.

CINCINNATI GRINDERS INCORPORATED

CINCINNATI 9, OHIO
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• •• In a bearing

You don't want tolerances too great ...
and you don't want tolerances closer than
the job demands. But you want to be
sure that tolerances areright are
always properly controlled always
meet established standards. At asJ~[f?
ceaseless vigilance in every stage of pro-
duction assures complete control of tol-
erance throughout the manufacturing
cycle. mJG:5rFP Industries, Inc., Phila,
32, Pa. 7177

5IC.F
Ball and. Roller c Bearings

The RexEingine~ring
Company

24'50 Beekman St.

Cincinnati, O.

DESIGNERS - MANUFACTURERS

METAL STAMPINGS METAL SPECIALTIES

DIES TOOLS J[GS

Clarence T. Wasmer, M.E. '25

President
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Engineering Tribunal
(Continued Irompage 22J

hold-overs elected at the end of each school year by the
old Tribunal. One member is a representative from Student
Council, serving the second year of an elecied two-veer
term on Student Council from the College of Engineering.
All the members, except the hold-overs, are elected in the
general campus elections each spring. The requirements
for petitioning for election are that the student be in good
standing in the College of Engineering and that he signify
th-at he understands the Engineering Tribunal constitution
a'nd the duties he would assume.

In addition to the duties and activities mentioned be-
fore. the Engineering Tribunaleach year makes an award
to the outstanding senior engineeer, helps to sponsor the
Co-Op Day Activities, aids in the Orientation Day pro-
gram,assists in' the campus elections, and helps various
campus organizations and activities in their work.

It is also the duty of the Tribunal to distribute the
Engineering activity fund. The allotment of this fun'd among
the department societies is set up in the Tribunal by-laws,
and is subject to re-apportionment every three years by
the Tribunal.

Each student in Engineering can have a voice in student
government by contacting one of the members of the
Tribunal or by writing to the Tribunal at the office, Room
209, Baldwin-Hall. Ideas for or questions about the activi-
ties will be welcomed.

For current news about the Engineering Tribune], see
the Campus News section on page 20.

OGLING WITH OGLE'
by Ray Ogle

This is not Cooking402a!

COOPERAliVE ENGINEER

~
What Is

"TOLERANCE CONTROL" .



Photography makes
big things srnall-
small things. big -
and business
comes out ahead

DISPLAYS MASSIVE PRODUCT,S-A
Diesel locomotive can roar across the
Rockies - all on a movie screen in a
prospect's office. All because photog-
raphy can take huge things or small,
and make them of a size for a salesman,
teacher, or demonstrator to show.

MAKES MICROSCOPIC DETAILS CLEAR
-Photography takes great magnifications
produced by the electron microscope
(20,OOOX)on fine-grain' Kodak plates, en-
larges and records them up to lOO,OOOXon
Kodak projection papers. Previously unde-
tectable details and new facts are revealed.

REDUCESFILl NG·SPACE BY98% - With microfilming, bulky rec-
ords can be reduced. and' stored on a few rolls of film. 675 draw-
'iugs, 24" x 36", can be recorded on a 100' roll of 35mm. Recordak
or Kodagraph Micro-File Film. And everything is quickly ready
for reference in the Recordak or Kodagraph Film Reader.

RE~EA~S STRUCTUREAND CONDITION OF METALS-X-ray diffraction
patterns on Kodak films or plates provide important information concern-
ing the crystal structure of metals. These patterns help show how alloys
can be improved or new alloys made-give data on the effect of machining,
drilling, .and punching upon the structure of the material.

WITH THE SPEED'ofa flick of light, photog-
. raphy can reduce or enlarge accurately

to scale, and without missing the tiniest detail.
And that's not all.

It can magnify time with the high speed
motion-picture camera so that the fastest mo-
tion can be slowed down for study. It can
record the penetrating x-ray and reveal inter-
nal conditions of materials and products. With

movies and stills, it can repeat a story, time
and again, without the loss of a single detail.

Yes, photography serves business' and in-
dustry in many important and valuable ways.
It can work for you, too. If you would like to
know how, please feel free to write for litera-
ture, or for specific information which could
be helpful to you. Eastman Kodak Company,
Rochester 4, New York.

FUNCTIONALPHOTO,GRAPHY
serves industrial, -cornmerclcl, and scientific progress l1\(Q)cdl@1~

. TRADE-MARK



GAS TURBINE locomotive, first in u, SOl
is now on test with American railroads.

It's propelled by power unit similar

tathat used in aircraft iet engines•.

These new G-E developments are creating
exciting new opportunities for G-E men

The gas turbine, drawing power from red-hot gases,
is being applied by General Electric to the propul-
sion of locomotives, ships, and planes, and to the
generation of electricity .. More than 350 G..E en-
gineers, physicists, and other specialists, assigned to
this work, are in on the ground floor of a develop-
ment that promises to revolutionize the production of
power.

It's a similar story for the chemists, chemical en-
gineers, and other specialists working today in the de-
velopment of G..E silicones, and for those who are

helping to win a place in the construction indust.ry
for General Electric remote ..control wiring.

New developments like these, springing from G-E
research, are opening up new opportunities at Gen-
eral Electric, and are giving more college graduates
the chance of finding exciting, satisfying work.

.By placing prime importance on the development
of talent and skill, by providing opportunities and in ..\
centives for creative minds, General Electric keeps
ahead in electrical research, engineering, and manu ..
facturing.
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